
STANDING
DESKS

FACT SHEET



WHEN TO
CONSIDER A
STANDING DESK

1

2

3

Experiencing back pain
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Frequent sedentary behaviour

Rehabilitation recommendations
requires frequent standing/moving
breaks during work time

4 Looking at purchasing a new desk
(there is no existing desk)



FACTORS TO
CONSIDER

The weight capacity of the standing
desk is essential to understand in
knowing that the items that will live on
the standing desk are not too heavy for
the standing desk to rise and lower
seamlessly. This is specifically important
for manually adjusted standing desks as
there may be more force required to
adjust the desk to position.

WEIGHT CAPACITY
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Ensure the standing desk fits in the
allocated space.

DESK SIZE



FACTORS TO
CONSIDER

Most standing desks have adjustable
measurements that can cater for the
majority of the population, however, it is
always a good option to measure the
maximum height of the standing desk
and the height of your elbows while
standing to ensure the desk can raise to
the best ergonomic position for your
height. 

HEIGHTS
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Standing desks are adjusted either by a
manual lever or by push button
(electric).Ensure you have capacity to
use a lever on a standing desk with ease,
and that there is a power point in place
for an electric standing desk.

MECHANISM



FACTORS TO
CONSIDER

Standing desk come in different sizes to
fit different desk spaces. If you use
multiple monitors for work, ensure you
find a standing desk that has the
capacity for the amount of monitors you
require to work.

MONITORS
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Do you require assistance in assembling
the product?

ASSEMBLY



FACTORS TO
CONSIDER

Choosing a product from a reputable
company that has a flexible returns
process and warranty period that allows
you to trial the product to ensure it is
right for you.

WARRANTY &
RETURN POLICY
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Understanding the benefits and
potential outcome when investing in a
piece of ergonomic equipment will allow
you to measure the budget for
purchasing.

BUDGET



Book a face-to-face presentation for
your team

NEED MORE
ASSISTANCE?

Complete our Online Training Course
for Equipment Prescription

TRAINING
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

CONTACT US
1300 898 965
info@nomorepainergonomics.com.au

Learn More

Learn More

https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/collections/online-ergonomic-training-courses/products/professional-ergonomics-prescription-course
https://www.nomorepainergonomics.com.au/pages/ergonomic-equipment-inservice

